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do you deliberately want to trap the Wade Family and find a reason to start a war with
the Wade Family?”

Lord Wade was dumbfounded.

At first hearing it, I felt that the train of thought

Charlie said was not very reliable.

However, if you try to figure it out, it seems that it works.

If you think about it, you can’t help but scream!

He couldn’t hide his excitement in his heart: “Damn, if you Zayne swaggered into
Shangri-La,

that person must have an inescapable responsibility for losing Shangri-La, and
Shangri-La belongs to the Wade Family.

Wade Family won’t give any affirmation. It’s not justified.”

“But… the gate of my Shangri-La is open 24 hours a day.

You Zayne obviously can walk in, but you have to sneak in like a mouse, and you don’t
leave any

traces on your own initiative. Does mom blame me? What a joke!”

Thinking of this, he suddenly became excited and blurted out: “Charlie, it turns out
that you had thought about this a long time ago!

This thing is really beautiful!”

Charlie said indifferently, “I can’t talk about being beautiful, but it won’t cause you any
trouble,

but even if you say so, you can only make the Banks Family suffer a dumb loss. The
Banks Family will definitely still disappear Zayne.

It’s on your head, but I’m still under-fed, so



I’ll have to help you carry it out.”

Lord Wade smiled and said, “It doesn’t matter.

As long as he Lord Banks has no direct evidence to prove that he has something to do
with the Wade Family,

he has no reason to start a war against us. If there is no reason to start a war and then
force a war, the people above have their opinions.

It will only be bigger, so in this way, Lord Banks will definitely not dare to make a
mistake, and can only suffer a dumb loss!”
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After speaking, he hurriedly asked again: “By the way, Charlie, how did you get Zayne
to Syria?

Could it be sent to that Hunter (Hamid)?”

Charlie was not surprised when he heard him mention Hunter (Hamid).

After all, the whole journey to Syria was arranged by his subordinate Anthony, and
when Hunter (Hamid) sent him away,

Anthony also saw him. Anthony will inevitably report these situations to

Lord Wade.

Therefore, Charlie also admitted very generously, saying: “I asked Zayne to sponsor
Hunter (Hamid) with 100 million dollars,

and then sent him to experience life. The place is isolated from the world.

As long as I don’t let go, I will give it to the Banks Family. You may not be able to find
him in ten years!”

When Lord Wade heard this, he couldn’t help but said excitedly: “Beautiful! Nice job!”
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